ONLINE OBJECTION MODULE:

Candidates are invited to raise objection, if any, on the recommendations of the screening committee. Following instructions shall be adhered to strictly.

1. Only candidates who have applied for the respective post and have been found ineligible, may file objection, if any, with regard to his/her eligibility.

2. The candidate must ensure that objections shall be raised by e-mail only [at recruitmentcell@niper.ac.in]. Objections by way of hard copy, by hand or by post will not be entertained.

3. Kindly ensure that objections shall be raised prominently and in precise manner by avoiding any sort of ambiguity.

4. The scope of objection should be constrained to his/her own application. Cross reference with regard to other applications shall be out-rightly rejected.

5. Decision of the committee constituted for settling the issues of objection shall be final and binding.

6. Filing of objections shall be permissible till 04.00 pm on 29th December, 2017 (Friday). Nothing will be entertained thereafter in this regard.

7. The procedure for inviting objections is being done in the interest of transparency and fairness. Therefore, any attempt to play prank will be viewed seriously.

[Signature]

Assistant Registrar (Establishment)